
All the data you need to understand how the 
pandemic impacted mobility trends in 2020
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What’s included

Vehicle Movements & Driving Event data spanning the 
whole US between December 2019 and December 2020DECEMBER 2019 DECEMBER 2020
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Understand the impact of the 
pandemic on journey volumes

Driving events 
captured

>47
MILLION
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Typical use cases for Universities

Monitor trends and behaviour changes 
on behalf of local and state DOTs in 
relation to COVID 

Increase their understanding of the 
spread of COVID across all states or 
specific states 

Understand the impacts on multi-
modal transportation 

Leverage key insights to produce 
compelling papers and studies, 
demonstrating thought-leadership 
in the traffic field

Demonstrating thought-leadership in 
data and traffic analysis in relation to 
the pandemic 

Compare and correlate regional, state-
level and nationwide mobility trends 
before and during the pandemic 

Providing students with opportunities 
to innovate and gain expertise in the 
traffic field

Understand how the pandemic has 
impacted driving behaviours and 
road safety 
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Data attributes
The unique attributes you will receive as part of your Vehicle Movements feed:

Core Description

Datapoint ID Unique identifier for an individual captured datapoint

Journey ID Unique identifier for an individual vehicle’s movements from Journey Start to Journey End 

Date & Time Timestamp captured for each datapoint (ISO:8601), including UTC offset to calculate local time

Latitude & Longitude The North-South and East-West positioning of the vehicle on the Earth’s surface. 

Speed The speed in kilometres per hour that the vehicle was travelling at the time datapoint was captured

Heading The direction that the vehicle was heading at the time the datapoint was captured

Ignition Status Representation of ignition state when the datapoint was captured

Location (optional) Description

Geohash Representation of a square on the Earth’s surface

Zip Code The zip or postal code in which the vehicle was located at the time of datapoint capture

State/Region Code The region/state code in which the vehicle was located at the time of datapoint capture

Country Code The country in which the vehicle was location at the time of datapoint capture

Vehicle (optional) Description

Vehicle identifier An identifier for the type of vehicle.  Squish VIN is provided where available

Vehicle Make The make of the vehicle at the time of datapoint capture

Vehicle Model The model of the vehicle at the time of datapoint capture

Vehicle Year The year in which the vehicle was manufactured at the time of datapoint capture

Delivery methods
Available as a historical batch, 

in parquet or json formats and 

compression such as GZip or 

Snappy are available. 
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Data attributes
The unique attributes you will receive as part of your Driving Events feed:

Attribute Description

Datapoint ID Unique identifier for the event

Trip ID
Unique identifier for an individual vehicle’s movements through to an ignition off event 
happening

Device ID Unique identifier for the vehicle that the event was recorded by

Captured date & time Timestamp captured for each datapoint

Time zone offset Time zone offset of the captured timestamp

Latitude & Longitude The North-South and East-West positioning of the vehicle on the Earth’s surface. 

Speed The speed in Kmh that the vehicle was travelling at the time datapoint was captured

Heading The direction that the vehicle was heading at the time the datapoint was captured

Ignition status Representation of ignition state when the datapoint was captured

Event type An identifier for the recorded event (See “Event Types” section)

Journey event change type Ignition on or ignition off

Seatbelt change type Latched or unlatched

Acceleration change type Harsh braking or harsh acceleration

Speed threshold event type Speed above or below threshold

Optional attributes Description

Geohash Representation of a square on the Earth’s surface

Zip code The zip or postal code in which the vehicle was located at the time of datapoint capture

State / region code The region/state code in which the vehicle was located at the time of datapoint capture

Country code The country in which the vehicle was located at the time of datapoint capture

Delivery methods
Available as a historical batch, 

in parquet or json formats and 

compression such as GZip or 

Snappy are available. 
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Why Wejo?
We unlock the value in connected car data

We organize billions of data points from millions of 

connected cars, partnering exclusively with multiple 

global automotive manufacturers to stream data at 

scale  and speed. We transform and enhance big 

data, turning it into meaningful products that power 

innovations, drive efficiencies and innovate mobility.

We stand for data for good

We partner with ethical, like-minded businesses and 

organisations who share our ambitions to revolutionize 

the way we live, work and travel by:
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Version 1.0

Features & benefits
Wejo’s expertise in handling huge volumes of connected car data and award-

winning big data technology delivers unparalleled connected vehicle data 

sets. Our technology platform, Wejo ADEPT, curates, cleanses, standardizes 

and enriches source data, while our internal controls handle consent and the 

complexities of global regulatory and compliance frameworks.

True connected vehicle data - Know and trust data is sourced from real 
vehicles, allowing high correlation with real-world traffic patterns and situations, 
validated by independent third-party studies

Premium quality - Verified for quality prior to delivery to ensure consistently 
trustworthy, complete and high-grade data

Lane-level precision - Location data 95% accurate to within a 3-metre 

radius, the size of a typical car

Value
Creating new revenue streams, driving business 
efficiencies and unlocking new opportunities

Safety
Identifying incident and congestion hotspots to make 
our roads safer for drivers, riders, passengers and 
communities

Sustainability
Making cities more livable by improving traffic efficiency 
by predicting and preventing build up 

Convenience
Creating a better personal transportation experience by 
helping drivers to find a parking spot more easily, making 
EV charging simpler and reducing commute times.

Significant volume & coverage - 18bn data points processed per day (peak) 
generated from multiple motor manufacturers

High resolution sampling - Wejo movement datapoints are captured 

minimum every 3 seconds for increased veracity and granularity

Flexible transfer methods - Data direct to your platform or API

Privacy by design - Privacy, security and trust are a cornerstone of our business. 

ADEPT is compliant with regulatory frameworks such as GDPR and CCPA


